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Nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) vehicles will be needed for future manned missions to 
Mars and beyond. Candidate vehicles must be identified through trade studies for further 
detailed design from a large array of possibilities. Genetic algorithms have proven their 
utility in conceptual design studies by effectively searching a large design space to pinpoint 
unique optimal designs. This research combines analysis codes for NEP subsystems with 
genetic algorithm-based optimization. Trade studies for a NEP reference mission to the 
asteroids were conducted to identify important trends, and to determine the effects of 
various technologies and subsystems on vehicle performance. It was found that the electric 
thruster type and thruster performance have a major impact on the achievable system 
performance, and that significant effort in thruster research and development is merited. 

Nomenclature 
AU 
L1 
MPD 
NEP 
NE VOT 
PMAD 
P 
SRPS 
xdesign 

Xcomtroint 

astronomical units 
Lagrange point 
magnetoplasmadynamic 
nuclear electric propulsion 
nuclear electric vehicle optimization toolset 
power management and distribution 
penalty ratio 
space reactor power system 
calculated value of vehicle or mission parameter 
target or constraint value of vehicle or mission parameter 

I. Introduction 
HE announcement of the Vision for Space Exploration has resulted in renewed focus on human exploration of T Mars and other distant locations. Nuclear electric propulsion (NEP) has been identified as a front runner for 

these missions that necessitate short trip times to minimize crew cosmic radiation exposure. While numerous 
manned chemical propulsion vehicles have been designed in the past, there is considerably less experience for 
nuclear electric propulsion vehicles. In addition to traditional aerospace knowledge areas, competent NEP design 
requires knowledge of nuclear reactors and electric thrusters as well as conversion, management, and distribution of 
thermal and electrical energy. A thorough search of the design possibilities for these vehicles is needed for a proper 
assessment of mission viability and identification of feasible low-mass candidates for future designs. Genetic 
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algorithms have demonstrated an ability to find global optima over large search spaces such as this. Furthermore, 
genetic algorithms are suited for preliminary design problems because they can be used with both continuous and 
discrete design variables and can find areas of optimal designs for later detailed design analysis. This research aims 
at finding candidate nuclear electric vehicle designs for a manned mission to the asteroid belt. 

11. Nuclear Electric Propulsion 
Nuclear electric propulsion involves using a nuclear energy source (such as a fission reactor) to create a large 

amount of heat that can be converted into electric power for use by electric thrusters. A basic NEP vehicle system 
layout is shown in Figure 1. A manned mission to another planet would require thruster power greater than one 
megawatt, perhaps as much as 20 megawans. T'nese high power ieveis coupiea with tine smaii avaiiabie reactor 
power conversion efficiencies create large amounts of waste heat that must be dissipated by radiators. Currently, 
heat pipe radiators are considered the best option because the spacecraft can survive the loss of several heat pipes 
with only small loss in rejection ability, as demonstrated by Smith'. 

reactor requires a shadow E m- 

Radiation created by the 

shield to protect the crew 
habitat and other subsystem 
components. High shield 
densities require a large 
separation distance between 
the habitat and the reactor, 

truss. The length of the truss 
determines the size and 
shape of the radiation 

which is accomplished by a power mnvernon 
scchon 

shielding. Increasing the elcchlcthmtar 
separation distance results in 
thinner shields and smaller 
shadow angles, thereby 
decreasing the shield volume. Additionally, the truss must be adequately designed to withstand static and dynamic 
loads. 

There are many types of electric propulsion systems under consideration for NEP missions, including ion, Hall, 
and magnetoplasmadynamic (MPD) thrusters. These thrusters provide tradeoffs between specific impulse and high 
power capability. For example, ion thrusters have high specific impulse, but several clusters of them are required to 
scpply high jet power. This !pads to trabenffs in prope!!ant efficiency 2nd thmster mass. 

Figure 1. Typical nuclear electric propulsion vehicle layout. 

111. Reference Mission To The Asteroids 
The reference manned mission was selected to deliver a payload from the earth-moon L1 point to a destination 4 

AU from the sun, to loiter there for 30 days, and to return the vehicle to the earth-moon LI point. This mission is 
deliberately generic but demanding enough to demonstrate NEVOT capabilities and to allow an assessment of NEP 
technologies. The location at 4 AU places the destination in the Hilda asteroid group, at the inner edge of the 
outermost Kirkwood gap (Figure 2). The target trip time for the reference mission is 4 years (1470 days), which the 
nuclear electric vehicle must accomplish to be competitive with chemical system trip times. The 1470 day mission 
corresponds to the Hohmann transfer time that would be used by a chemical system with the 30 day loiter added. 
Departure date is not specified in this analysis. 
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Figure 2. Reference mission destination to 4 AU in asteroid belt. 

The payload will be a human habitat accommodating a crew of three for the specified trip time. Associated 
guidelines are: 

Habitat will be assumed to be one cylinder 
Airlocktdocking interface at one end of cylinder 
Artificial gravity of Ig will be provided at airlock end via vehicle rotation about its main axis 
Habitat will be attached to vehicle central truss (long axis) at end opposite airlock 
Habitat diameter is a variable in the simulations, but within reasonable range (5.0m is consistent with 
anticipated available shroud diameters) 
Radiation shelter for solar flare events 
ECLSS closed for air and water only 
Waste products expended continuously throughout the mission 
Crew systems to include spacesuits interchangeable between crewmembers, spares 
Two MMUs and associated masses for 12 translations, each of distance 200 m (roundtrip) 

The required data as a function of trip time are: 

Total mass and mass expenditure rate 
Center of mass and moments of inertia along cylinder axis and in two orthogonal directions. The last two 
axes will be aligned parallel and perpendicular to the plane of the vehicle radiators. 

Habitat length 

Trajectory analysis was performed in VariTOP resulting in an optimized electrical power for a fixed range of I, 
values, a fixed range of trip times, and a single fixed power and propulsion system specific mass (alpha). The 
reference mission trajectory is shown in Figure 3. The traces in bold black indicate periods of thrust during the 
mission. Within the trajectory module each vehicle's total electrical power, the thruster Isp, and total vehicle mass 
are used to perform a table look-up into the VariTOP data (Figure 4), which results in a corresponding estimate of 
trip time. To provide greater fidelity for future efforts, the VariTOP analysis should be expanded to include a 
greater range of 1, values, a greater range of trip times, and a greater range of alpha (ratio of vehicle dry mass to 
thruster electrical power) values. 
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Figure 3. Trajectory for reference mission to 4 AU in asteroid belt. 
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Figure 4. VariTOP trajectory data used for trip time estimates in NEVOT simulation. 
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IV. Genetic Algorithms 
The optimization technique used in this research is a genetic programming approach. The traditional gradient 

search method and the employed genetic algorithm approach are discussed here. The traditional approach for 
optimizing design problems is the gradient based technique, which is typically quick and easy to implement. 
However, this optimization method is a local optimization method and it does not succumb to a thorough solution 
search of the multi-modal and non-convex search region. Many researchers are using this method for design 
problems including Ananthasuresh’, Koa3 and Parkinson4. A description of the genetic algorithm process follows. 

Genetic algorithms are a global optimization technique ideal for problems where gradient information is 
unavailable, where many local optima exist, and where large search regions exist. As the name implies, genetic 
aigorithms use methods anaiogvus io biology aid geiieiics iu fiid wpiiiiid sdiiiioiis. A genetic a:goi”lihiii is a iion- 
deterministic arbitrary guided search technique that covers the global region of the design space. Genetic algorithm 
searches are capable of managing both convex and non-convex objective functions5. The genetic algorithm 
optimization method is defined by Parsons6 as “a mathematical approximation of Charles Darwin’s theory on natural 
selection and the method of genetic information exchange in sexual reproduction.” 

A search of this nature classifies the potential solutions through a numerical description in the form of a coded 
number string called a chromosome that defines the design variables. The GA generates an initial population of 
designs (random or selected by the user) and defines a fitness value for each. The fitness value is defined by means 
of an objective function that the user supplies based on the problem of interest. When a population has been 
evaluated, the GA selects the solutions with the best fitness to undergo a genetic operation. The strings of these 
designs are replicated, crossed with one another, andor mutated to create the next generation. Crossover occurs by 
swapping multiple portions of two parent designs to create offspring designs. The crossover points and mutated 
variables are determined randomly, and the rate at which they occur can be defined by the user. When the new 
population is filled, the process is repeated. Thus, the genetic algorithm uses a random, directed search to find 
global optima. The genetic operations allow for exploration of a large design space during simultaneous 
optimization. 

Genetic algorithms can be combined with other search tools, thus providing solutions for final refinement by a 
specific optimization tool. They also have the ability to perform multi-objective optimization as required by a 
general design tool 6*8. The application of genetic algorithms also poses some restrictions. In general, GA’s have a 
comparatively high computational price because they are non-deterministic in nature and have a convergence 
performance that is complicated to foresee. 

The genetic algorithm search used in this research starts with a family of randomly generated nuclear exploration 
vehicle solutions that meet some basic requirements; these solutions are analyzed and ranked according to a 
predefined fitness objective. The “most-fit” designs in the family of solutions are either passed along with their 
offspring to the next generation or are mated and only the offspring are passed on. The final outcome is a family of 
solutions that are r!mtered around the g!obal minimum of the design region. Search procedures of this nature are 
computationally expensive, but the answers are by and large considered to be in the global optimal region. 

For design problems there are often many constraints to consider. Penalty functions are used as a means to 
penalize the fitness of a solution for constraint violations. If the constraint is satisfied, then the penalty function 
value is zero. For instance, in the case of NEP vehicle mass optimization, the fitness function should be the sum of 
the system mass and any penalty functions for constraint violations. Generally, penalty hnctions are implemented 
by multiplying a scaling factor with a ratio based on the degree of the constraint violation. Determining an 
appropriate scaling factor involves some experimentation, as is discussed in later sections of this paper. 
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V. Nuclear Electric Vehicle Optimization Toolset (NEVOT) 
In order to combine the optimization power of a genetic algorithm with nuclear electric vehicle subsystem 

analyses, the Nuclear Electric Vehicle Optimization Toolset (NEVOT) was created’. NEVOT is a joint effort of 
Marshall Space Flight Center, Oak Ridge National Laboratories, and the Arnold Engineering Development Center. 
Figure 5 displays the general organization of NEVOT and its sublevel codes. There are seven analysis modules: 
Trajectory, Space Reactor Power System (SRPS), Power Management and Distribution (PMAD), Electric 
Propulsion (EP), Habitat (HAB), Truss, and Configuration (CONFIG). The input and output files for these modules 
are controlled in the simulation executive. This simulator combines all of the mass and performance data from the 
subsystem modules to calculate the system mass and assess any penalty functions for constraint violations. It is also 
fne main code that communicates wiih i’nc gcriciic: dgoi-iiliiii by i-eceiviiig vaiiabks fei the des@ sdiitioiis and 
sending the corresponding fitness value back. The genetic algorithm used for the optimization is Sandia 
Laboratories’ Design 
Analysis Kit for 
Optimization and 
Terascale Applications 
(DAKOTA) software 
package. 

The current SRPS 
code is ALKASYS, a 
program developed at 
Oak Ridge National 
Laboratories for 
analysis of Rankine- 
cycle space nuclear 
power systems. The 
PMAD code was 
developed in a 
collaborative effort 
between Rocketdyne 
and NASA’s Glenn 
Research Center. The 
other analysis modules 
were developed by 
NEVOT project team 
mefihers. Mdc!arity Figure 5; NEVOT compiitatinnal architecture. 
of the NEVOT layout 
easily permits updates 
to these individual analysis modules. As codes are upgraded for increased accuracy and fidelity, they can be 
exchanged for previous versions of the codes in the computational architecture. For example, the original reactor 
code (RSMASS) was replaced by ALKASYS. RSMASS is a lower-fidelity reactor code that was used early in the 
project, but was removed after its analysis proved unreasonable over the mission power range. 

Currently NEVOT allows the GA to operate on fifteen design variables: thruster jet power, thruster type (ion, 
Hall, or MPD), truss length, reactor type (boiling potassium or lithium cooled), condensing temperature, number of 
turbines, truss member outer diameter, truss member wall thickness, number of truss members, PMAD alternator 
operating frequency, thruster input voltage, transmission line length, propellant mass, specific impulse (Isp) and 
habitat diameter. Other values pertinent to the codes have been set as constants by engineering judgment. Several 
of the variables are used in more than one subsystem analysis code. Furthermore, the output and input power levels 
between connected subsystems must be consistent. Due to these dependencies, some subsystem codes must be run 
sequentially. The configuration module is run last since it uses the geometries generated by the other subsystems to 
size the shadow shield angle and diameters. 

When a design is passed to the simulator, the subsystem modules are run for analysis of performance. A 
flowchart of how NEVOT is run is shown in Figure 6. The trajectory module uses the specific impulse and jet 
power to determine a mission trip time. This is later compared to a constraint target mission time chosen for crew 
health reasons. This trip time also is used in calculating the propellant mass required for the mission based on the jet 
power and specific impulse of the thrusters. This propellant mass requirement provides a constraint to check against 
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the design propellant mass. The EP code is then run to obtain tank and thruster masses as well as the thrust force 
and thruster efficiency needed to calculate the PMAD output power. Then the PMAD module is run to obtain the 
mass and efficiency needed to calculate the SRPS output power. At this point, the reactor and power conversion 
subsystems are analyzed. This analysis yields SRPS and radiator masses as well as the required neutron and gamma 
shield thicknesses to protect the habitat. Afterwards, the truss module calculates the truss mass and critical buckling 
force for constraint comparison with the thrust. Also, the habitat module calculates the habitat structure and crew 
supply masses. Finally, the configuration module combines geometries of the reactor, radiators, power conversion 
section, truss, and crew habitat to determine a shadow angle that shields all subsystems. The configuration module 
also generates an geometry output file that can be used to plot vehicle designs in Tecplot. Combined with the 
thickness requirement calculated earlier. the shield volume is now calculated to obtain a shield mass. At this point, 
all of the system masses are known, and the simulator assesses the constraints for trip time, propellant reserve, and 
truss force (and one more constraint explained below) to calculate penalty function values. These penalty masses 
are added to the system mass to obtain the vehicle fitness. 
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Figure 6. NEVOT flowchart. 

Some assumptions have been made due to concerns over computation time as well as limited analysis capability 
for certain modules. For example, the trajectory code uses a lookup table of VariTOP optimum curves for vehicles 
with initial mass of 200,000 kg and specific mass (alpha) of 4 kg/kW,. This has led to an extra penalty function 
(mentioned above) for specific mass. Unfortunately, there is little trajectory data for low-thrust missions to the 
asteroids in current literature. Accordingly, the calculations for mission trip time and required propellant mass are 
approximate, but they allow for the basic trade analyses presented in a later section of this paper. 
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VI. Penalty Functions And Scaling Factors 
As mentioned earlier, penalty functions are a means for imposing design constraints on the fitness function in 

genetic algorithm optimization. NEVOT penalty functions consist of a scale factor and a penalty ratio. The penalty 
ratio is determined as follows. If the constraint is xdesjgn 5 x ~ , ~ ~ ~ , ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  , then the penalty ratio (p) is given by 

p = o  

A design 

The penalty ratio is always between zero and one if the design and constraint values are both positive. This ratio 
must be scaled so that it will have a large enough impact on the fitness function when added to the vehicle mass. If 
a scale factor is too low, then the fitness function is not significantly affected by constraint violations. The 
“optimal” design output by the GA may have very low mass but also violate many constraints. On the other hand, if 
a scale factor is too high the optimization results will be conservative because there will be a large fitness difference 
between designs that violate constraints and those that do not. The goal is to find a compromise wherein solutions 
with small constraint violations but low mass are not eliminated immediately. These designs, while not completely 
feasible, are very close to those designs that meet the constraints at low mass. Thus, their genetic data should be 
competitive against high-mass designs with all constraints satisfied. 

Early in the project it was decided that the design vehicle mass should be used as the penalty scaling factor. 
Results of the runs showed that the optimal designs were always violating many of the constraints. These designs 
had such lower mass than some other designs in the same generation that the difference in penalty scaling was too 
large. Effectively these designs were not assessed as much penalty mass for large constraint violations as those 
designs with higher mass and small penalty violations. A new scaling factor was needed that would be unbiased 
within a generation. 

A value of 600,000 kg (a conservative estimate for optimal vehicle mass) was chosen so that conservative 
designs could be selected to ensure that the mission was possible. When this penalty scaling factor was 
implemented, the optimal designs often only violated the specific mass (alpha) constraint. It was apparent that a 
specific mass of 4 kgkW was too ambitious for this manned mission with the available analyses. Since the 
trajectory assumptions of 200,000 kg vehicle initial mass and 4 kg/kW specific mass could not be met, the trip time 
scaling factor was decreased so that the trajectory code would have smaller effect on the optimal designs. This 
showed that scaling factors for separate constraints could be varied to give priority to one constraint over the other. 
This allowed the code to optimize for mass and specific mass in an attempt to offset the errors in propellant mass 
calculations by the trajectory code. 

VII. Choosing Design Variables for Optimization 
A major challenge in systems design optimization is choosing which parameters to designate as design variables 

for the code. It is possible to choose every variable on the vehicle, but the resulting computation time would be 
enormous. Additionally, the purpose of this systems design study is to identify parameters having the greatest 
impact on system performance and to determine appropriate values for the parameters. There are many parameters 
that are dependent on other parameters and can therefore be calculated based on engineering analysis. Adding 
dependent parameters to the variable list also adds the necessity for constraint functions. For instance, the critical 
buckling force of the truss (a result of several design variables) must be checked against the actual delivered thrust 
of the electric propulsion device (a result of several other design variables). Adding constraint hnctions forces the 
genetic algorithm to explore more constraint values and consume greater computational resources. If the designers 
can choose to design a dependent parameter to its constraint, then they should implement that logic into their 
analysis codes. 

Initially, five design variables and constraints were utilized in addition to those mentioned in the previous 
sections. These variables were the shield smaller diameter, gamma shield thickness, neutron shield thickness, 
shadow shield angle, and radiator area. These values were checked against calculated constraints for each. 
Inspection of the relationships showed that the shield shadow angle and small diameter could be calculated based on 
vehicle geometries. The other three variables can be designed to the calculated constraints from the SRPS code. 
Having a thicker shield than is necessary for a certain truss length only adds waste mass to the vehicle. The result of 
extra radiator area over the waste rejection requirement is the same. By removing these five variables and their five 
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associated constraints, the GA was able to work on fewer variables and constraint functions without loss of quality 
design space. 

Previous versions of the NEVOT software assigned a constant I,, based on the thruster type that the GA within 
DAKOTA picked. For example, for each time that DAKOTA picked MPD thrusters, an I,, of 8000 was assigned. 
This assumption was acceptable as a first estimate: however, a more robust analysis was desired. Therefore, the 
code was modified to allow DAKOTA to choose the I,, from a given range. The most recent versions of NEVOT 
also included realistic values of thruster efficiency, as opposed to assuming 100 percent efficiency. 

Table 1. Selected results from a) NKVO'I' version with 1OU% thruster etticiency, and b) NEVOT version 

VIII. Trend Analysis 
With the penalty scaling factors and design variables selected, the code was then executed for trend analysis. It 

was immediately apparent that thruster efficiency has a large impact on optimal vehicle designs. The reactor, 
PMAD, radiator, and thruster masses were typically larger when using realistic thruster eficiencies. Also, the jet 
power was usually higher. As would be expected, these results also translated into greater total vehicle masses. 
Furthermore, with efficiencies included, MPD thrusters were picked by the GA nearly every time. 

It was expected that MPD thrusters would be the best option for high-power manned NEP missions, since the ion 
thruster masses at the power levels required to complete the mission are enormous compared to those of the MPD 
thrusters. The better specific power capabilities of the MPD thrusters should enable them to overcome their lower 
specific impulse as compared to ion thrusters. However, it was also expected that for more extensive trajectory 
analysis, the propellant mass will increase for all vehicles due to worse specific mass (alpha) values than the current 
assumption. 

Table 1 shows some of the best vehicle designs obtained using the NEVOT codes with (a) thruster efficiency of 
100 percent and constant I,, for each thruster, and (b) realistic thruster efficiencies and variable I,, (i.e. I,, selected 
by the GA). A number of conclusions can be drawn from Table 1. First, it is apparent that the target vehicle 
specific mass or alpha value of 4 kg/kW, is too ambitious for an NEP mission to the asteroids. The best specific 
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mass value achieved for 100 percent thruster efficiency is 10.5, and for realistic thruster efficiencies the best value is 
12.87. Further, as stated previously, the thruster efficiency is seen to have a major effect on the mass of the reactor 
(SRPS), radiators, PMAD, and propellant. This points out the great need for further development work with electric 
thrusters. Further observations from Table 1 regarding thrusters are that (1) ion thrusters typically result in lower 
vehicle mass, but higher vehicle alpha and longer trip times, and (2) MPD thrusters generally provide the best trip 
times and alpha values, but they need more propellant and result in heavier vehicles. 

Since the trade results accounting for thruster efficiency are generally more realistic for assessing NEP, the 
remainder of this section will focus on those results. Further results for the case of 100 percent thruster efficiency 
are given in Ref. 10. 

!! quick,!y bec~me C!PIT ir! these stdies thnt vehicle specific mass (alpha) has a large (and approximately linear) 
impact on fitness, which is shown in Figure 7. This was expected, because a large mass penalty is imposed upon 
vehicle designs that fail to meet the alpha fitness constraint. However, alpha and total vehicle mass have no obvious 
correlation, which is shown in Figure 8. 
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Figure 7. Fitness increase due to increases in specific mass. 
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Figure 8. Specific mass versus total vehicle mass. 
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Other important trade studies show the effect of vehicle (truss) length on the shield mass and total vehicle mass. 
As the truss length increases, the mass of the radiation shield decreases. This result is shown in Fig. 9, and was 
expected, because the crew habitat would experience a lower radiation dose with increasing distance from the 
reactor. This lower shield mass outweighs the increase in truss mass required by the longer truss. Figure 10 shows 
how vehicle mass decreases slightly with longer truss length. 
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Figure 9. Radiation shield mass variation with truss length. 
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Figure 10. Total vehicle mass variation with truss length. 

Thruster jet power also obviously plays a pivotal role in vehicle performance. Trend analysis dramatically 
showed that as the jet power increases, the trip time decreases (Fig. 11). However, Fig. 12 shows how the total 
vehicle mass increases with jet power. This means that higher jet power carries a price to be paid in vehicle mass, 
specifically mass of the propellant, reactor, radiators, and PMAD, as shown in Table 1. The dependencies shown in 
Figure 11 and Figure 12 were expected, yet the results illustrate the utility and value of the NEVOT optimization 
tool for trade studies. 
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Figure 11. Trip time reduction with increased jet power. 
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Figure 12. Vehicle mass increase with increased jet power. 

IX. Optimal Vehicle Configurations 
Genetic algorithm-based optimization yields a group of most promising vehicle designs in a global sense. Stated 

differently, optimization of complex systems such as space vehicles with GA's does not provide one best design, but 
rather a set of designs that must be then investigated in more detail by the engineering design team. This occurs due 
to the complexity of the optimization problem and the large number of design variables. For example, if the top ten 
vehicles obtained in GA-based optimization were examined closely, many of them would be similar visually, but 
some of the subsystems would have significant differences. For this reason, the discipline experts on the design 
team must carefully review several of the highest performing systems to determine which are truly feasible for 
development. 

Figure 13 shows the best NEP vehicle configurations determined using NEVOT for the version that uses 100 
percent thruster efficiency and constant I, for each thruster type and Fig. 14 shows the best vehicle configuration 
using the current version with realist thruster efficiency and I,, chosen by the GA. Figures 16 through 18 show the 
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next 4 best NEP vehicle configurations with the new NEVOT version that uses realistic thruster efficiency and I,, 
selected by the GA. 

Figure 14. Top vehicle configuration using 
version with 100% thruster efficiency and 
constant Isp 

Fitness = 693601 
Vehicle Mass = 2 1 199 1 kg 
Jet Power = 4005 kW, 
Specific Mass= 19.15 kgikW, 
Trip Time = 1750 days 
SRPS Mass = 7 154 kg 
Radiator Mass = 10332 kg 

Figure 14. Best vehicle configuration 
using current version with realistic 
thruster efficiency and variable Isp. 

Fikess = 108???0 
Vehicle Mass = 394223 
Jet Power = 13910 kW, 
Specific Mass = 13.25 kg/kW, 
Trip Time = 144 1 days 
SRPS Mass = 330 17 kg 
Radiator Mass = 5 1878 kg 
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Fitness = 1092740 
Vehicle Mass = 421567 kg 
Jet Power = i x y y  KW, 

Specific Mass = 12.95 kgkW, 
Trip Time = 14 16 days 
SRPS Mass = 36670 kg 
Radiator Mass = 573 1 1 kg 

- - - A .  .I. 

Vehicle Mass = 395299 kg 

Specific Mass = 13.30 k@We 
Trip Time = 1439 days 
SRPS Mass = 33448 kg 
Radiator Mass = 52532 kg 

J C I L I V V V G ' I  1-1 nr...-- - - 1 1 T V 1 7  A A 7 A  G\XI . \ v v e  

Figure 16. Second best vehicle 
using current version. 

Figure 17. Third best 
vehicle using current version. 

Fitness = 1093552 
Vehicle Mass = 427742 kg 
Jet Power= 15506 kW, 
Specific Mass = 12.88 kglkW, 
Trip Time = 1412 days 
SRPS Mass = 37237 kg 
Radiator Mass = 57852 kg 

Figure 18. Fourth best 
vehicle using current 
version. 

Fitness = 1094284 
Vehicle Mass = 429000 kg 
Jet Power = 15475 kW, 
Specific Mass = 12.87 k@W, 
Trip Time = 14 12 days 
SRPS Mass = 373 17 kg 
Radiator Mass = 57988 kg 

Figure 19. Fifth best 
vehicle using current version. 
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X. Summary and Conclusions 
By combining subsystem analysis codes with genetic algorithm-based optimization, NEVOT provides a useful 

tool for conceptual design studies of a nuclear electric propulsion vehicle. The modular nature of the subsystem 
codes allows for modifications to be made easily when better analysis data becomes available. Also, the framework 
is in piace for other systems designs studies such as surface space nuclear power missions. Trade studies based on 
the optimal designs from a series of NEVOT runs demonstrated that the thruster type and thruster efficiency have a 
major effect on NEP vehicle performance. The implication of these findings is that considerable effort should be 
devoted to research and development of electric thrusters for future exploration missions. Vehicles with MPD 
thrusters show the most promise for manned NEP missions due to their high power capability with relatively low 
thruster masses. ion t i s t e r s ,  wniie providing ‘nigh speciiic i i i ipuk,  caiiiioi dejivei the ncccssaiy pcs.;er !e:.e!s f ~ r  
the reference mission to the asteroids without requiring large clusters of thrusters. 

Results also showed the effect of jet power on vehicle performance (reduced trip time), and that increases in jet 
power must be paid for through mass increases for the propellant, reactor, radiators, and PMAD. Finally, it was 
interesting to note that the vehicle length or truss length had a major impact on the reactor shield mass. That is, the 
longer the vehicle, the thinner and lighter the reactor shield can be to provide the necessary radiation protection for 
the crew. As a result, vehicle mass actually decreased slightly for increased truss length. 
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